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INTRODUCTION

CHALLENGES

Cache attacks are serious security threats:

Lack of visibility into the victim’s private cache:

• Virtual memory isolation is insufficient to maintain privacy in
the cloud.
• The very fact that users share the same physical machine leads to
shared resource attacks, targeting caches, DRAM etc.

•

In a non-inclusive cache hierarchy, an attacker running on a
core seemingly cannot evict an address from another core’s
private cache.
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From inclusive hierarchies to non-inclusive or exclusive.
E.g. recent Intel Skylake-X/SP released in June 2017.

(a) inclusive cache

1) We develop an eviction set construction algorithm for noninclusive caches.
2) We reverse engineer the directory structure in the Intel
Skylake-X server processor, and identify the vulnerabilities that
can be leveraged by cache attacks.
3) We present two attacks, “Prime+Probe” and “Evict+Reload”, on
sliced non-inclusive LLCs.
4) We use our two attacks to attack square-and-multiply RSA on
the modern Intel Skylake-X server processor.
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(b) non-inclusive cache

Eviction set construction is hard
•

In a non-inclusive cache hierarchy, the order and number of
accesses to each of the lines in the EV required to evict the
target address is determined by multiple factors:
1) the replacement algorithm used in the private cache;
2) the mapping of the line addresses to LLC slices;
3) the replacement algorithm used in the LLC slice.

BACKGROUND
•
•
•

•

The LLC in a modern multi-core is usually organized into as
many slices (partitions) as the number of cores.
Processors often use an undocumented hash function to
compute the slice ID to which a particular line address maps to.
Inclusiveness: The shared LLC can be either inclusive, exclusive,
or non-inclusive of the private caches.
o Inclusive: the cache lines in private L2 caches are also
present in the LLC.
o Exclusive: a cache line is never present in both the private L2
caches and in the LLC.
o Non-inclusive: a cache line in the private L2 caches may or
may not be present in the LLC
Cache Coherence and Directories: Two types of hardware
protocols are used to maintain cache coherence—snoop-based
and directory-based.
o directory structure: used to keep track of which cores
contain a copy of a given line in their caches
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Example of a sliced LLC design with 8 cores.
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(b) non-inclusive cache

CONSTRUCTING EVICTION SETS
We designed a reliable check_conflict function with both low false
positive rate and low false negative rate.
• L2_occupy_set: its addresses are mapped to the same L2 set as
addresses in U, but to a different LLC set than used by addresses
in U (and x).

New check_conflict
function for
non-inclusive caches.

Two-thread cross-core experiment: use a second thread on a
different core to perform the step 2

Target line access latency as a
function of the number of EV
addresses in experiments to
analyse the inclusive property
for private cache lines.
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Attempting to evict a target line in inclusive (a) and non-inclusive (b) caches.
Victim and attacker run on the same core.
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Prime+Probe:
•

The attacker accesses WED EV lines to occupy all the ways
within the directory set for L2 cache lines in the prime step,
and measures access latency to the same addresses in the
probe step.

Attacking square-andmultiply RSA algorithm.
Access latencies
measured in the probe
operation.

Evict+Reload:
•

An innovative multi-threaded Evict+Reload attack, consisting of
two threads.
• An attacker thread: executes the evict and reload operations
• A helper thread: runs in the background and continuously
accessing the addresses in the EV in order to bring eviction
addresses to the same replacement priority as the target
address.

Attacking square-andmultiply RSA algorithm.
Access latencies
measured in the reload
operation.

Inclusivity and associativity for private cache lines:
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Multi-core cache organization:

1. There exists a set-associative directory that operates alongside
the non-inclusive caches. Contention on this directory can
interfere with cache line states in both the L2 and LLC.
2. The directory is sliced and is looked up using the LLC slice hash
function. Each slice has the same number of sets as one LLC slice.
3. The associativity of the directory for L2 lines is 12 (WED), and the
associativity for L2 and LLC lines is 21 (Wdir).

•
target address

Single-threaded experiment
1) Access target cache line x.
2) Access N cache lines. In a “reference” setup: these cache lines
have the same LLC set index bits as x, and can be mapped to
different LLC slices. In a “sameEV” setup, these lines are from
the same EV as x, and are therefore mapped to the same LLC
slice.
3) Access the target cache line x again while measuring the access
latency.
Target line access latency
as a function of the number
of addresses in step 2 in
experiments to verify the
existence of the directory.

Attempting to evict a target line from the victim’s private cache in
inclusive (a) and non-inclusive (b) cache hierarchies.

Contributions:

•
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ATTACKS AND RESULTS

Existence of the sliced directory:

eviction addresses
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Trend in modern cache hierarchies:
•
•
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REVERSE ENGINEERING THE
DIRECTORY STRUCTURE

4. The sliced directory is shared by all cores.
5. The directory is inclusive, and contention on the directory can
cause inclusion victims.

CONCLUSIONS
• We identify the directory as the unifying structure across
different cache hierarchies on which to mount an LLC conflictbased side-channel attack.
• We present two attacks, Prime+Probe and Evict+Reload, on
non-inclusive caches.
• We conduct an extensive study to reverse engineer the directory
structure in Intel Skylake-X processor.
• We develop a new eviction set construction methodology in
sliced non-inclusive LLCs.

Inclusivity and associativity for shared cache lines:
• 2 or 3 threads cross-core experiment:
1) Thread A and B both access the target cache line x to ensure the
line has been marked as “shared” by the processor.
2) In “1evictor” mode, thread B accesses N cache lines; in the
“2evictors” mode, thread B and C access N cache lines to put
those lines into the “shared” state.
3) Thread A accesses the target line x again and measures access
latency.
Target line access latency as a
function of the number of EV
addresses in experiments to
analyse the inclusive property
for shared cache lines.

6. The cache replacement policy takes into account the coherence
state and prefers not to evict cache lines which have been accessed
by multiple cores.
7. The associativity of the directory for shared cache lines is 11
(Wslice).

MORE IN THE PAPER
• Details of the eviction set construction algorithm.
• Summary of the directory structure in Intel Skylake-X and
analysis of the root cause of the vulnerabilities.
• Attack results on AMD processors.
• More details on cache and directory timing characteristics in
Intel Skylake-X processors.
• More information about the slice hash function.
• Related work and countermeasures.

